Maths

English
Class Text—Journey to the river sea/The explorer

We will start by recapping numbers and the number
system, following lockdown. We will work with numbers
up to 7 digits, understanding place value and ordering
Our main written outcomes will be a Journey Tale based on our class
and comparing numbers, including negative and decimal
texts and a persuasive argument against deforestation. There will be
numbers. We will investigate and construct 2D and 3D
many other writing opportunities: diary entries, letters, explanations, inshapes including regular and irregular shapes. We will
structions and newspaper articles. We will be focussing on writing comidentify, estimate and draw angles and find missing anpound and complex sentences with an increasing range of punctuation
gles in diagrams. After half term, we will move on to the
and vocabulary. In reading we will focus on the meaning of words, remental and written methods for multiplication and divitrieving key information and summarising main ideas. We will practise
sion, applying this in a range of contexts. We will investiusing evidence from the text and writing our answers to questions clearly.
gate multiples and factors. As always, we will include lots
of games and active activities to reinforce important conComputing
Geography
cepts such as times tables, number bonds and counting
In computing we will be design- In geography, we will be locating the world’s countries on a map, focussing particular- and these can be consolidated at home.
ing, evaluating and debugging ly on those with rainforests. We will learn about the human and physical geography of
programs. We will use Scratch to south America, with a focus on life in the rainforests. We will also learn about how Science
create mini games based on our rivers are formed, gain greater understanding of the water cycle, biomes and vegetaIn science, we will be learning about the animals and
topic. We will use the internet to tion belts. We will also learn a bit about the Rainforest Alliance and the work that
plants of the rainforest and comparing their lifecycles. We
research and word process.
they do to protect the rainforests.
will look at how animal are classified according to their
characteristics and create our own classification tables.
P.E.
History
R.E.
French
Music
We will be planning and carrying out investigations to
We will be learning
Let’s visit a French
In music, our focus will be We will learn Football and
test our own hypotheses and using a range of investigaabout the Hindu relitown—we will learn how tive skills to ask and answer scientific questions.
on rhythm and body per- about the Mayan Hockey
cussion using BBC Ten civilisation and We will improve gion and answering the to say where we live, using
question ‘Why do Hinpronouns accurately. We
pieces as our inspiration. compare and con- our balls skills
Art/D.T.
trast
it
with
our
dus
want
to
be
good?’
will
describe
places
within
We will improvise and
but focus mainly
.In art, we will be focussing on the work of Henri Rouswhich focusses on the
a French town and activicompose a rainforest in- own throughout on team work
seau. We will copy and create our own artwork inspired
key concept—Dharma. ties that you might do.
spired piece of music using history.
and using tactics
by his images of the rainforest, using mixed media but
body percussion and unfocussing mainly on watercolour techniques. In D.T. we
tuned instruments. We PSHE
will design and create a fair trade chocolate bar includwill learn and record using New beginnings- focusses on adapting to changes and setting targets and goals.
ing packaging (virus depending). We will use computers
simple rhythm notation.
to aid us in our designs.
Make me a superhero—focuses mainly on resilience and growth mindset.
Guided Reading Text—Kensuke’s Kingdom.
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